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iOS frontend specification 

The frontend is a native swift app. There are 5 core parts: 

- Auth (sign in/sign up) 

- Search/preview party 

- Personal events (both in visitor and creator mode) 

- Creation of the event 

- Profile 

 

The format of this specification is as follows: the core parts are broken down into wizards. Wizards 

are described in terms of user interactions (on what actions/with which data the screens change) and 

in terms of the backend interaction. 

 

The fields mechanics and implementation can be taken from here: 

https://github.com/Skyscanner/SkyFloatingLabelTextField 

Authorization 

The authorisation part is broken into 4 wizards: 

- Sign in 

- Forgot password 

- Sign up 

- Intro + auth method selector 

 

The authorisation happens at the specific place: either when the user wants to create their first event, 

when the user attempts to add the event to favourite or when the user attempts to pay for the event. 

 

The frontend should check if the authorisation has ever taken place (check if the token is there) and if 

not trigger the auth part, prior to the transition to the next screen. After the auth has taken place, the 

user is thrown to the screen that they have expected to transit prior to the auth part. 

https://github.com/Skyscanner/SkyFloatingLabelTextField


 

Intro + auth selector wizard 

After the auth part has been triggered, the user we show the user a static screen, asking to proceed 

with the authorisation. By pressing next, the popup slides up. By pressing cross in the top-right corner 

the auth part is exited. 

 

The popup presents the user with few options to proceed. Sign up triggers sign up wizard, Sign in 

trigger Sign in wizard. Continue with Facebook/Apple are taking a user to Safari to proceed with 

OAuth (to be discussed). Continuing with Apple allows to benefit users from Apple-generated email 

and redirecting (uses standard SDK). 



 

Sign up wizard 

There are two major parts in the Sign up wizard: phone interaction (and verification) and personal 

details interaction. The user can only input personal details if the phone number has been verified 

successfully. 

Phone verification 

The phone verification utilises the backend. When the user submits the phone number, the backend 

triggers the message send off. The keyboard should utilise SDK to catch the message with the code 

and suggest it on top of the keyboard. 

 

The phone field contains regex to validate the phone number. When the user is first thrown to this 

screen, we display +7, default code for the app, but the user can delete the 7 and input any code they 

wish. We also suggest the phone from Siri on top of the keyboard. 



 

 

When the user enters the number and it is validated and not changed for 1 second, the code 

interaction with the backend is triggered and the user is thrown to the code input screen. 

 

As the code has the self-expiration time (60 seconds), there is the timer. If the timer is reached, the 

error screen is shown. 



 

 

The num pad is in an opened state as the user opens the screen and the code is fetched from 

messages automatically. When the user finishes typing the code, and the code is validated the user is 

taken to the personal details screen. If the code is invalid, the error message is shown and the user 

has the ability to resend the code. 

Personal details 

The screen contains 4 fields: name, birth date, e-mail, password, each with their own regex. For name, 

normal keyboard is triggered. For birth data, the iOS date picker is selected. For email, the normal 

keyboard is selected with @ on the first page of the keyboard. For password the regex validation for 

length and special characters (we need to discuss whether validation happens on frontend or on the 

backend). 



 

 

The button to proceed is initially in disabled state, but if all 4 fields are validated correctly, it changes 

its state to purple. By pressing the button, the profile creation is initiated and if the backend returns 

200 on POST /user/signup/, the auth part is counted as completed and the user is returned to where 

the auth has started from. 



 

 

Sign in wizard 

Triggered when Sign in is pressed in Intro+Auth popup wizard or from Sign In wizard (changes the 

initial back navigation) and Forgot Password wizard (changes the initial back navigation). 

 

The first screen in the wizard is reg/signin with both fields being in unselected state. When the user 

interacts with one of the fields, the field changes to an active state and when the user chooses 

another field the active state remains not proceeding to the correct state. 



 

 

When both fields are filled, the button changes from the disabled state to the active state allowing the 

user to proceed. If the details are correct, the auth part is counted as completed. If not 



 

reg/signin/error screen is shown:

 

 

If sign up is triggered, the user is thrown to the sign up wizard with the small change in the back 

navigation: title changes grom Зачем? to Войти. 

 

When forget password button is pressed, Forgot password wizard is triggered. 

 



 

Forgot password wizard 

 

The field interaction is standard - it is validated for email regex. If validate - correct field state, if not 

incorrect field state. If Зарегистрироваться is pressed, the user is taken to sign up wizard. 

 



 

When the Дальше button is pressed, the user is taken to waiting screen which states to follow 

instruction in the email.

 

When user opens the link from the email it is a deep link that takes user to reset password screen: 



 

 

 

The first field is validated to contain the correct password in terms of content, if it is not validated, 

both fields are transitioned to an incorrect state. The second field is validated to match the first one. 

If it does not match, the field is transitioned to the incorrect state. 

 

Дальше can only be pressed when both fields are in correct state and it triggers the transition to the 

Sign In wizard. 

Search/preview party 

The main source of navigation in the app is the tab bar. It has three sections: overview (this part), my 

events (everything related to events that you are connected with) and profile (personal details and 

payment). 

 



 

The search/preview party interaction is majorly related to the first tab. On the screen we have 4 

sections: search bar, filter icon, map and party preview row. Each of them correspond to the separate 

wizard. 

Search bar 

Pressing on the search bar replaces the map with the blur. When the search is empty, the list is empty 

as well. The normal keyboard should be shown. As user types we refine the search without the 

necessity to press the search button to update the results.

 



 

Filtering 

Pressing on the filter icon at any point during search/discovery interaction refines the results 

according to the filters (can be in search, in list or on the map). The filtering screen overlays the 

underlying screen and can be exited in two ways: pressing on cross in the right-hand corner (cancels 

any of the selection on the screen) or by pressing the save button (refines the search results). 

Filtering should be done on the backend. 

 

The distance parameter filters based on the current location of the user to the location of the event. If 

the distance is smaller or equal to the one on the filter the event is shown. The shisha option is a 

binary option defined as either yes or no (only of the options can be selected, so in terms of logic it is 

similar to the segmented control). 

 

The other filters (such as DJ or Live perfomance) are presented with the search field. The user starts 

to type the name of the entity and if we have the ones that match, we present them as the list. When 

the user presses on the entity it is transformed to selected to the bottom of the search bar. There 

must be across to cancel the selected entity. 



 

Event preview row 

We highlight the top (nearest events) at the bottom with cards in the event preview row. The 

horizontal swipe triggers the navigation through the list. Vertical scroll causes the expansion of the 

event preview row to event preview list. 

 

Cards lead to the party/default screen with slide-up transition. 

Event preview 

This describes any possible state of the event preview, so this can also be related to personal event 

wizard. 

 

If the user has had any previous interaction with the event, the adjusted preview screen should be 

shown. 

 

Default state:

 

 

In case, the event has been added to the favorite: 



 

 

The animated (slide down) popup should be shown with details stating that the event has been added 

to favourite.

 

The user can select to pay for the event. Hence, the following pop up is shown: 



 

 

The user can select the number of tickets and then pay either via Apple Pay or via the bank card. If the 

bank card option is selected, the user is thrown to the Safari Preview which loads the third-party 

payment gateway website. 

 

In case the user has already purchased the tickets for the event:

 



 

The button at the bottom triggers the QR code popup which contains the user id and event id. The 

device of the creator can scan it. 

 

In case the user is the creator of the event, the additional information is shown on the event preview 

screen:

 

The information includes the number of sold tickets. The ticket verification wizard is also available by 

pressing the button at the bottom. 

 



 

The verification process is simple - the person with the ticket shows the qr code, the creator scans it 

and based on the validity of the credentials, we show the relevant popup: 

 

Profile 

When the user is not authenticated, the third tab shows suggestions to be processed with the 

authentication. When the user is pressing on one of the options, the user is thrown to the relevant 



 

section in the authentication wizard:

 

When the user is authenticated, the main screen in the profile wizard shows the list of groups of 

personal data. Clicking on each of them allows them to view and edit them in the modal window. 

 

The payment screen still has to be confirmed. 

 

The mechanics of edit are as follows: 

- If no data is changed the save button is not shown. 

- When at least one field changes, the save button is shown. 



 

- Clicking on the save button, applies relevant changes to the user model. 

- Clicking on the cross, cancels all of the changes. 

 

The profile image should be updatable by pressing on the image itself. The suggestion to load the 

image from the gallery or to use the camera should be shown. 

Personal events 

The second tab is the personal events tab. The screen has a segmented control - the first is the 

events in the visitor mode. i.e the upcoming events that are already paid for, the favourite events and 

event history, i.e the one that are paid but are in the past. 

 

The events in history section can be rated by the user and if the rating is not present, the following 

card design is shown: 



 

 

When the user clicks on it, the popup slides up: 

 

The comment field automatically expands, leading to the appearance of the scroll on the popup. The 

button stays fixed to the bottom under the blurred background. 

 

When the user interacts with the rating starts, the star that the user has clicked defines the rating. The 

user can re-rate as many times as they like. 



 

If either the comment field or stars field changes the title on the button changes to “Сохранить”.  

 

When the user exits the screen, they are unable to come to it again from the card. The design of the 

card changes respectively showing the average rating for the event amongst all users: 

 

When clicked on the card, the user is thrown to the relevant event preview screen. 

 

The big number shows the total number of paid events in the period of 30 days. 

 

When the user clicks on the created option in the segmented control, the user is thrown to the slightly 

different option of the screen with only two sections - upcoming events (the events that the user has 

created that are upcoming) and history (the events that user has created but which are already in the 

past). 

 

The number in this case shows the number of the created events in the last 30 days. 

 

Pressing on the card preview in the upcoming section throws directly to the event preview screen: 

 



 

When pressing on the card preview in history section the following popup is triggered: 

 

Here is the average rating for the event and the list of comments from the user for that event. When 

pressing on the view button the user is thrown to the creator event preview screen, which does not 

have the verification button. The simple swipe down or tap is sufficient to close the screen with the 

slide down animation. 

Creation of the event 

This wizard is triggered by pressing the create event button in personal events wizard. 

 

This applies to all of the steps in the wizard: 

- Done via modal stack 

- Pressing on cross shows the confirmation popup that the user is about to close the event. In 

case the user processes the event is stored on the device (Core Data). Then the new section 

in the created segment option - unfinished. It is the simple preview card that shows the 

timestamp of the last edit of the unfinished event. 

 

General details 

This part involves name, address (map pin opens the map. As the pin is moved, the address name is 

updated at the bottom. When done is pressed the address name from the bottom is input to the 



 

address field on the general details screen. When cross is pressed, the user is thrown to general 

details screen without applying any of the changes to the address done on the map screen). 

 

We are going to use the standard iOS 14 date picker to select both date and time. The next button 

triggers the next step. 



 

Select photos 

Firstly, the popup asks the user either to select camera or library. We are going to support both videos 

and photos.

 

When the user selects at least one photo, the internal photo selector screen is shown. If there is only 

one media item shown, it is automatically selected as the top media item with the relevant icon. If 

there are many, the user has to press manually to select the top media item. The user can press on 

the add button to add the material and hence the popup (camera/gallery) is shown. The top media is 

compulsory and therefore the next button is not shown if the top media is not selected. 

 

 


